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Committee Meeting Minutes

Tuesday 16th December

Present: Terry C (chair), Chris, Brendan, Terry F, Malcolm, Bernie, Tony, Dennis

Apologies: Gaynor, Tracey, Steven, Annette,Pilgrim (Unite Community)

Minutes

Minutes from last meeting, looked at, it was agreed that we will need a print out of the previous

meetings minutes. ACTION: Terry F

Bernie suggested we should look at items that may be recurring and feed these to the scrutiny

committee. As the may be Generic to other estates, ACTION: Bernie

Community Facilities

Background: Brendan had written to Stuart Dickson of Lambeth Council regarding the promise that

the youth facilities in the new school will be available to the whole community.  So far he has

received no response

Tony will look through his papers to see if he has anything that might be relevant from previous

meetings of the steering group to discuss the building of the academy. ACTION: Tony

Brendan has designed a petition.  It  will  go on the website in both hard copy and a link to a

change.org petition. ACTION: Chris

Committee to try to get some local  celebrities local  basket  ball  player and foot  ball  player to

endorse the petition.  At the moment we'll just ask them to sign, we can organise a photo call later

if they're up for it.  ACTION: Committee

We'll be doing door knocking asking people to sign the petition, meet on noon on Saturday 10 th

January at the Community Centre.  We'll also bring posters and leaflets advertising the petition and

our general meeting. ACTION: Brendan

Community Centre  to  be  given petition local  shops,  hair  salon,  GP to be asked to endorse  it.

ACTION: Committee

General Meeting

Ideally this will be on Tuesday 27th January, starting at 7pm.  

We want invite Metropolitan and councillors for an advice session that starts at 6pm. Bernie and

Malcolm to arrive for meeting at  early to act as witnesses.  Action: Terry C to contact councillors,

Bernie to contact Metropolitan

Chris will book a room.  Action: Chris

We'll advertise the meeting with posters on the stairwell.  Action: Terry F to distribute posters
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Tea, coffee and biscuits to be available for people attending the meeting from 6:30pm.  Action:

Bernie

Agenda is: Feedback on what we have achieved, Discussion around youth facilities, AOB.  Action:

Chris to draft short speech on what we have achieved

Leaseholder drop in session.

We will  invite  the  Leaseholder  Advisory  Service  to  attend  a  drop  in  session  for  people  with

leaseholder issues.  Action: Brendan to check date

We will invite Metropolitan to attend the same session if the Leaseholder Advisory Service think

this is a good idea.  Action: Chris

Childcare

It was felt by the committee when doing the leaflet drop  to see if childcare is an issue and prevents

people from attending meetings. It was agreed we need to look at this matter on the best way to set

up the childcare so it will  be an item for the agenda at next committee meeting. Brendan and

Malcolm suggested some options to be further discussed.   Action: Committee to revisit this and

decide at next meeting.

Estate Inspection

Kush and his manager to be invited to do an inspection with the TRA to look at areas of concern to

both residents and TRA.  Action: Terry F

The lighting issue Steven and Bernie to email Kush to ask for time frames and to say if we haven’t

received this by the first week in January, we are escalating it to a complaint. Action: Bernie /

Stephen

We are also going to look at the H&S issues and seek a freedom of information to see the risk

assessments. Action: Bernie / Stephen

Chris to speak to Fire officer to see if they are in breach of any fire regulations. Action: Chris

Postcodes

Bernie has spoken to Barbara Miller  who said this  should be sorted by the  12 th Jan she and

Councillor  Atkins have been working on this.

Urine in the Lifts

One resident is particularly unhappy about urine in the Shepherd house list.  He will be encouraged

to make a formal complaint. Action: Brendan

Transfers

Malcolm is frustrated that he is not able to get a transfer. Bernie will look into this in the new year 

re transfers internally and what is available to older people who are wanting more suitable 

accommodation. Action: Bernie

Older People

When we do the door knocking to ask people if they want to sign the petition mention that there are

schemes for befriending elderly people, such as the one run by Age UK, if anyone is interested.

A. O. B.

Next committee meeting 17th Feb 2015, 7pm, Pinnacle Offices



Recycling: Terry F said recycling bins are now locked.  This is causing dumping of black bags, St 

martins have contacted the council re this but so far this remains the same.

Bernie had received a leaflet re recycling and it states what can be recycled and no black bags to 

be used. Bernie suggested that Lambeth had issued a special bag  like a shopping bag take rubbish 

to the bin. Other boroughs also provide this and it works well. Committee could speak to the council

and our Local councillors.

Visit to houses of parliament  9/1/2015 Brendan needs names and numbers for people who were 

not at the meeting can you contact Brendan. He will forward details nearer the time.

ENDS


